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There are now many reports of human kidney organoids
generated via the directed differentiation of human plurip-
otent stem cells (PSCs) based on an existing understand-
ing of mammalian kidney organogenesis. Such kidney
organoids potentially represent tractable tools for the
study of normal human development and diseasewith im-
provements in scale, structure, and functional maturation
potentially providing future options for renal regenera-
tion. The utility of such organotypic models, however,
will ultimately be determined by their developmental
accuracy. While initially inferred from mouse models,
recent transcriptional analyses of human fetal kidney
have provided greater insight into nephrogenesis. In this
review, we discuss how well human kidney organoids
model the human fetal kidney and how the remaining dif-
ferences challenge their utility.

Directed differentiation of human pluripotent stem
cells to specific cellular endpoints has opened up the pos-
sibility of tissue regeneration for an increasing variety of
human tissue types. The organotypic self-organization
of cells within differentiating human pluripotent stem
cell (hPSC) cultures to form what are now referred to as
“organoids” (Lancaster and Knoblich 2014) has provided
researchers with complex multicellular models of devel-
oping human tissues including optic cup, intestine, cere-
bral cortex, stomach, pituitary, colon, and lung (Eiraku
et al. 2011; Spence et al. 2011; Lancaster et al. 2013;
McCracken et al. 2014; Ozone et al. 2016; Múnera et al.
2017; Miller et al. 2018) to name a few. In each example,
the approach taken has been to try to recapitulate the sig-
naling events required to move the pluripotent stem cell
population through an appropriate primary germ layer
and on to a specific tissue endpoint in a stepwise fashion.
While the cellular complexity, transcriptional congruence,
and tissuemorphology achieved has been remarkable,with
clear parallels to developmental organogenesis, all such

models represent a developing tissue model, usually no
more mature than human trimester 2. Nevertheless, this
has represented an unparalleled approach to modeling hu-
man tissue in vitro. The development of protocols for the
recreationof thekidney is of great interest to the fieldofne-
phrology who have previously either relied on the mouse
as a molecular and cellular model of mammalian kidney
development or used primary or immortalized cell types
to understand development and disease.
The kidney is a very complex tissue, comprising >25

distinct cell types in the postnatal organ. The functions
of the kidney include fluid homeostasis, removal of ni-
trogenous waste products, and the regulation of blood
pressure, bone density, and red cell count. Kidney disease
can result from inherited mutations but can also arise af-
ter chronic injury, such as inflammatory disease and dia-
betes. A major target of toxic injury, the kidney is also
significantly susceptible to drug-induced toxicity. As a
result of all these conditions, chronic kidney disease is
growing at 6% per annum worldwide, whereas end-stage
kidney disease remains treatable only via transplantation
or dialysis. The advent of stem cell-derived models of the
human kidney have understandably been of significant
interest to the nephrology community as potential mod-
els for the screening of drugs, improved understanding of
disease aetiology, and sources of replacement renal tis-
sue. However, at present, kidney organoids are a model
and are some way from representing the human kidney
itself. As has been the case for other hPSC-derived orga-
noids, they are recognizable as a model of the developing
human kidney and not the functional postnatal kidney.
Indeed, their capacity to model even the developing kid-
ney is still being fully examined. In this review, we pose
the question of whether kidney organoids do indeed rep-
resent accurate avatars with which to model human kid-
ney disease or to understand human kidney development
and, if not, what advances are needed to improve their
utility.
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The development of the mammalian kidney

To understand how kidney organoids are recognizable as a
developing kidney requires a deep understanding of how
themammalian kidney forms. Adult kidneys arise as a re-
sult of interactions between two key cell populations—
the nephric duct and the metanephric mesenchyme.
Both populations are specified in the intermediate meso-
derm, which is derived from the primitive streak and
regionalized by signals restricted in time and space (Little
et al. 2016). The nephric duct originates in the anterior
intermediate mesoderm, while the metanephric mesen-
chyme derives from the posterior intermediate mesoderm
(Taguchi et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014). The nephric duct and
the precursor for themetanephricmesenchyme (the neph-
rogenic cord) sit adjacent to each other and interact to
form three paired kidney structures (the pronephros, me-
sonephros, and metanephros) across developmental time
(Fig. 1A; Saxen and Sariola 1987). While the metanephros
is the only structure to persist into adulthood in amniotes,
nephron-like structures form within the pronephros and
mesonephros via a mesenchyme to epithelial transition
in response to canonical WNT signaling from the nephric
duct (Carroll et al. 2005) and display similar patterning to
early-stage nephrons in the metanephric kidney (Fig. 1A–

C;Mugford et al. 2008b; Georgas et al. 2011). Formation of
the metanephric kidney occurs in the posterior region of
the embryo near the hindlimb buds as the nephrogenic
cord condenses into a comet-shaped mass referred to as
the metanephric mesenchyme (Fig. 1D; Wainwright
et al. 2015). This is distinguished from the rest of the neph-
rogenic cord by expression of Hox11 genes, which are in-
volved in specification of the metanephric kidney and
the posterior of the embryo (Wellik et al. 2002; Mugford
et al. 2008a). GDNF signaling from the metanephric mes-
enchyme to RET receptor tyrosine kinase and coreceptors
in the nephric duct induces outgrowth of the ureteric bud
(Fig. 1E; Costantini and Kopan 2010). The site of ureteric
bud outgrowth is tightly regulated; however, anterior
nephric duct is also capable of budding given appropriate
signals (Costantini andKopan 2010; Taguchi andNishina-
kamura 2017).

The ureteric bud, stromal, and nephron progenitor cells
in the metanephric mesenchyme establish the main line-
ages of the developing kidney. Six2+Cited1+ nephron pro-
genitor cells give rise to all segments of the epithelial
nephrons (Boyle et al. 2008; Kobayashi et al. 2008), the en-
tire ureteric epithelium derives from Ret+ ureteric tip
cells (Chi et al. 2009), and Foxd1+ stromal progenitors
give rise to the majority of renal stromal cell types (Koba-
yashi et al. 2014), complemented by Tbx18-derived stro-
mal cells (Bohnenpoll et al. 2013), which arise as the
ureteric bud grows into the metanephric mesenchyme.
Other major cell types in the developing kidney include
macrophages (Rae et al. 2007; Munro et al. 2019), vascula-
ture (Munro et al. 2017; Daniel et al. 2018), and nerves
(Sariola et al. 1988). The extent to which these latter cell
types influence organogenesis is still emerging.

Kidney growth is driven by reciprocal interactions be-
tween stromal, ureteric tip, and nephron progenitor popu-

lations in the periphery of the kidney. These populations,
together with the surrounding vasculature, form the
nephrogenic niche. Factors including GDNF, FGF, and
BMP ligands produced by nephron progenitors promote
proliferation and branching morphogenesis in the under-
lying tip (Costantini and Kopan 2010). In response, BMP,
FGF, and low levels of canonical Wnt signals in the top
of the ureteric tip support nephron progenitor identity
and proliferation, maintaining a pool of progenitors to
continue to support branching morphogenesis (Fig. 1B,E;
Karner et al. 2011; Barak et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2015;
O’Brien et al. 2018). It is proposed that higher levels of
WNT9B expression in the ureteric tip-stalk junction trig-
gers adjacent nephron progenitors to undergo a mesen-
chyme-to-epithelial transition to form an early nephron
(Fig. 1B,E; Carroll et al. 2005). Nephron commitment is
dependent on canonical Wnt activity and can be induced
by pharmacological stabilization of theWnt transcription-
al effector β-catenin (Kuure et al. 2007). Notch signaling is
also required and sufficient for nephron progenitor differ-
entiation into the early epithelial nephron, presumably
downstream from canonical Wnt (Fujimura et al. 2010;
Chung et al. 2016). Foxd1+ cells within the nephrogenic
zone stroma contribute to regulation of the niche, at least
in part through atypical cadherin FAT4, which is proposed
to promote differentiation in nearby nephron progenitors
via cell–cell interactions (Das et al. 2013; Bagherie-Lachi-
dan et al. 2015). Signaling input from the vasculature to
the nephrogenic niche is likely but as yet undefined. In-
deed, signaling from the forming nephrons back to the ad-
jacent nephron progenitors, ureteric epithelium, and
stroma is also likely but uncharacterized.

Nephron commitment, patterning, and segmentation

The self-sustaining nephrogenic niche at the periphery
of the developing organ drives kidney growth through
consecutive rounds of branching and nephron induction.
As a result, the kidney rapidly develops complex three-
dimensional architecture with molecular patterning
evident in each major lineage. Mature nephrons are com-
prised of specialized segments that regulate fluid balance,
solute uptake, and excretion ofmetabolic waste. These in-
clude a connecting segment that joins the nephron to the
ureteric tip, followed by the distal tubule, Loop of Henle
that drops into the medullary stroma, proximal tubule
that rises back up to the cortex, and podocytes that encase
a capillary bed to facilitate blood filtration (Fig. 1E).
Patterning of the early nephron first emerges as induced
progenitors aggregate and transition into an epithelial
cyst referred to as the renal vesicle. The distal portion of
the renal vesicle, closest to the ureteric tip, features ele-
vated levels ofWnt4, Lhx1,Bmp2, Jag1, andDll1, whereas
the proximal portion is marked by Wt1 (Georgas et al.
2009). This early patterning is propagated into subsequent
Comma- and S-shaped body stages named after the
morphology of the forming nephron (Fig. 1E). By the
S-shaped body stage distinct distal, medial, and proximal
domains are evident, which are assumed to represent
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segment-restricted precursor populations based on the
expression of marker genes that are later specific to corre-
sponding mature nephron segments. Indeed, lineage trac-
ing of Lgr5+ cells in the early distal nephron labels mature

distal tubule and part of the adjoining Loop of Henle (Bar-
ker et al. 2012). While the initial drivers of nephron pat-
terning are unclear, this may include regionalized
signals derived from the adjacent ureteric epithelium
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Figure 1. An overview of mammalian kidney development. (A) Positioning of the metanephric mesenchyme and mesonephric tubules
within the developing mouse embryo at ∼10 d of embryonic development. The mesonephros and metanephric mesenchyme lie adjacent
to the nephric duct, from which the ureteric bud (UB) arises. Adapted from http://www.gudmap.org/tutorials/urogenital-dev/devmus
.html. (B) Comparison of gene expression and nephron induction in themesonephric andmetanephricmesenchyme. Solid arrows indicate
known regulatory relationships. (MT) Mesonephric tubules; (RV) renal vesicle; (UB) ureteric bud. Adapted from Georgas et al. (2011). (C )
Expression of key nephronmarkers in E10.5mesonephric tubules (left panel) and E13.5metanephric nephrons (right panel). Adapted from
Georgas et al. (2011). (D) 3D rendering of the nephrogenic cord (NC), adjacent to the nephric duct (ND), and urogenital sinus (UGS). Re-
printed fromWainwright et al. (2015) with permission from Elsevier. (E) Overview of reciprocal signaling and inductive relationships in
the nephrogenic niche, nephron patterning, and maturation. (NZS) Nephrogenic zone stroma; (NP) nephron progenitor; (UT) ureteric tip;
(PA) pretubular aggregate; (MET) mesenchyme to epithelial transition; (RV) renal vesicle; (CSB and SSB) comma- and S-shaped body; (cns)
connecting segment. (F ) Comparison of timeline and gross morphology of kidney development in humans andmice. Adapted from Little
(2015). (G) Illustration of nephron arcading in the human kidney (https://abdominalkey.com/development-of-the-kidney). (H) Illustration
of live imaging setup for developing mouse kidney explant cultures from Lawlor et al. (2019). (I ) Tracking nephron progenitor cell move-
ment (red dots and lines) over time. Ureteric tip is shown in green. (I–K ) Cells labeled (red) with an inducible Cre driven by theWnt4 pro-
moter in the early committing nephron can integrate back into the progenitor population by cell migration. Green in I and J is GFP
expression in the tip, green in K is NCAM staining, and white staining in K shows expression of nephron progenitor marker SIX2. I is
from Combes et al. (2019a); J and K are from Lawlor et al. (2019).
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and other surrounding cell types. Several genes with re-
stricted expression patterns in the early nephron play im-
portant roles in patterning. Renal vesicles lacking Wnt4
fail to progress to Comma or S-shaped bodies (Stark
et al. 1994). Nephrons lacking Lhx1 fail to form a proxi-
mal-distal axis and lack expression of LHX1 target genes
Brn1 and Dll1 (Kobayashi et al. 2005) and Brn1 is subse-
quently required for correct formation of distal andmedial
nephron segments (Nakai et al. 2003). Hnf1b is restricted
to the medial segment of the S-shaped body. Removal of
this gene from forming nephrons results in a down-regula-
tion of Notch regulators Dll1 and Jag1 followed by dra-
matic loss of proximal and medial nephron segments,
with abnormal glomeruli connecting to the ureteric epi-
thelium through a truncated distal tubule (Heliot et al.
2013). Likewise, Wt1 regulates podocyte transcriptional
programs (Dong et al. 2015; Kann et al. 2015; Lefebvre
et al. 2015) in the proximal nephron, and may repress dis-
tal and medial nephron fates by repressing Pax2 (Ryan
et al. 1995). Indeed, the proximal nephron does not express
Cdh1, suggesting a distinct cell–cell adhesion property to
the distal nephron (Georgas et al. 2009). Both Wnt and
Notch signaling have been implicated in establishing
nephron patterning. A gradient of Wnt activity is evident
in the renal vesicle and S-shaped body with highest levels
in the distal nephron, moderate levels in the medial seg-
ment, and low activity in the proximal nephron (Lind-
strom et al. 2015). Promoting canonical Wnt signaling in
culture favors formation of distal nephron segments,
whereas Wnt inhibition favors proximal fates (Lindstrom
et al. 2015). Genetic or pharmacological disruption of
Notch signaling also has a profound impact on nephron
formation (McCright et al. 2001; Cheng et al. 2003,
2007; Surendran et al. 2010; Chung et al. 2017). While ini-
tial studies proposed a major role for Notch signaling in
regulating proximal nephron fate, recent work demon-
strates that deletion of Notch1 and Notch2 from nephron
progenitors or the early committing nephron results in a
failure to progress past renal vesicle stage and a lack of
all subsequent nephron segments (Chung et al. 2016,
2017). Conversely, ectopic activation of Notch signaling
in nephron progenitors or early developing nephrons pro-
moted nephron formation but did not bias cell fate to-
wards a proximal identity (Fujimura et al. 2010; Chung
et al. 2017). However, early loss of Notch receptors
from nephron progenitors did disrupt proximal-distal pat-
terning, with the expression domain of LHX1 expanded
into the proximal renal vesicle, and lower levels of
HNF1B in the aberrant early nephrons that did form
(Chung et al. 2017). Likewise, the lack of proximal neph-
rons in Hnf1b conditional knockout models may be me-
diated by dysregulation of notch ligands including Dll1
and Jag1 in the medial and proximal S-shaped body
(Heliot et al. 2013). Study of the mechanisms regulating
specification and patterning of nephron segments has
been hampered by key regulatory components playing
multiple roles in different aspects of nephron formation
and broader kidney development. However, advances in
imaging (Lindstrom et al. 2018d) and single-cell sequenc-
ing (covered below) are delivering unprecedented insight

into the cell types and regulatory programs that govern
nephron patterning.

Similar to the developing nephron, the ureteric bud de-
velops into a branched network with distinct zones of
gene expression defining tip, stalk, and medullary do-
mains of this epithelium (Thiagarajan et al. 2011; Rut-
ledge et al. 2017). Ultimately, the ureteric epithelium
serves to collect urinary filtrate from the nephrons and
channel this through the renal pelvis and out a single ure-
ter to the bladder. The renal stroma is also divided into
distinct anatomical regions that are reflected in unique
gene expression profiles including the nephrogenic zone,
cortical, and medullary zones, as well as specialized
stroma surrounding the ureter (Thiagarajan et al. 2011;
Magella et al. 2018; Combes et al. 2019a,b). The impor-
tance of crosstalk between cell compartments within
these regions remains to be determined, but interactions
between cell types in the nephrogenic zone as described
above and ureter mesenchyme (Yu et al. 2002) suggest
that patterning and regionalized interactions are essential
to development of a functional kidney.

Anatomical and molecular comparisons between mouse
and human kidney development

Human kidney development has obvious differences from
that of themouse in terms of scale, timing, and gross mor-
phology. Human kidneys develop over 30+ wk from ure-
teric bud outgrowth compared with just over a week in
mice (Fig. 1F; Osathanondh and Potter 1963; Little 2015;
Lindstrom et al. 2018c). Human kidneys also have a dis-
tinct lobed structure not apparent in the mouse kidney
(Treuting and Kowalewska 2011) and nephrons continue
to form after branching has ceased by “arcading” where
up to seven nephrons connect to each other in series and
back into a single tip (Fig. 1G; Osathanondh and Potter
1963; Oliver 1968). The morphology of these arcading
nephrons suggests the intriguing possibility of a partially
committed nephron progenitor cell population that per-
sists independent of the nephrogenic niche for a sustained
period of embryogenesis. The capacity for nephrons to
connect to other nephrons, rather than the ureteric tip,
may also be unique to human kidney development, al-
though there is one report describing a process of arcading
within nephrons of the mouse kidney (Zhai et al. 2006).
Despite these differences, genes that cause renal pheno-
types when disrupted in mice are linked to similar out-
comes in humans, suggesting some conservation of
molecular mechanisms (Vivante et al. 2014; Vivante and
Hildebrandt 2016).

Although images of fixed tissue show cells in an ordered
state, mouse kidney development in vivo is a highly dy-
namic process. Time-lapse imaging has revealed that
nephron progenitor cells move within and between adja-
cent niches, attaching and detaching from the ureteric
tip, with these behaviors influencing their capacity to
commit (Fig. 1H–K; Combes et al. 2016; O’Brien et al.
2018; Lawlor et al. 2019). Thesemotile progenitors swarm
around the tips of the ureteric epithelium, which are
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branching at a rapid rate (Cebrián et al. 2004; Watanabe
and Costantini 2004). Each branching event divides the
cells within the ureteric tip and the surrounding nephron
progenitors in two, driving a decrease in the size of the
nephrogenic niche (Combes et al. 2014; Short et al.
2014). While such live imaging has not been possible in
humans, similar changes in niche size and accompanying
changes in morphology are observed during human kid-
ney development (Lindstrom et al. 2018c). Rapid rates of
branching and cell proliferation gradually slow across de-
velopment until birth in mice (Short et al. 2014) or 36
wk of gestation in humans when nephron progenitors un-
dergo a final burst of commitment (Hartman et al. 2007;
Rumballe et al. 2011). In mouse, this commitment event
results in up to five nephrons connecting to a single tip
(Rumballe et al. 2011). After this point, nephron number
is set and any insult or injury that reduces nephron num-
ber or function must be compensated for by hyperfiltra-
tion from remaining nephrons. In this respect, both
mouse and human are the same.
Recent anatomical and molecular comparisons be-

tween human and mouse kidney development have clari-
fied points of similarity and divergence between the
species (Lindstrom et al. 2018b,c,d). Early human kidney
development bears a striking resemblance to mouse
with outgrowth of the ureteric bud and early branching
and nephron induction events conserved at a morpholog-
ical level, albeit on a longer time scale (Lindstrom et al.
2018c). This longer time scale of nephron formation in hu-
mans led to new insight into nephron patterning. Neph-
ron progenitor cells were observed to “stream” into the
early committing nephron in human. Subsequent mouse
studies showed the timing of progenitor recruitment pre-
dicts cell position and fate in the S-shaped body stage
where nephron patterning is first evident (Lindstrom
et al. 2018a). Cell type-specific antibodies established in
mouse were used to visualize equivalent cell populations
in the developing human kidney though several marker
genes established in mouse were not expressed in the hu-
man kidney or were expressed in different regions (Lind-
strom et al. 2018c). Detailed comparison of nephron
formation and patterning between human and mouse re-
vealed strong conservation between species and yielded
additional insight into early nephron patterning (Lind-
strom et al. 2018d). Comparison of nephron and stromal
progenitors in the renal cortex again revealed a conserva-
tion of most established markers from each population
frommousewith some distinct differences. The transcrip-
tional regulator SIX1 continues to be expressed in human
nephron progenitors and appears to be functionally redun-
dant with family member SIX2 (O’Brien et al. 2016). In
contrast, mouse Six1 is down-regulated prior to nephro-
genesis and Six2 plays an essential and nonredundant
role in nephron progenitor maintenance (Self et al.
2006). A prominent point of difference to mouse is the
transcriptional profile of stromal and nephron progeni-
tors, which overlaps to a greater extent in human, includ-
ing key stromal transcription factors such as FOXD1,
which are exclusive to stromal progenitors in mouse
(Lindstrom et al. 2018b). The morphological characteriza-

tion and transcriptional profiling of whole human fetal
kidneys from 9 to 21 wk of development (Lindstrom
et al. 2018c) and isolated human stromal and nephron pro-
genitors (Lindstrom et al. 2018b) provides a valuable refer-
ence for human kidney development and has served to
provide context for recent single-cell profiles of the devel-
oping human kidney.
The advent of single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq)

has coincided with a surge in research involving human
fetal kidney tissue. This convergence has accelerated the
characterization of cell types, marker genes, and inferred
lineage relationships in human kidney development. Cov-
ering an age range of 7–25 wk of embryonic development,
several studies resolved clusters representing cell types
from the stromal, nephron, and ureteric epithelium line-
ages as well as endothelial, blood, and immune cells
(Table 1; Lindstrom et al. 2018a,b; Menon et al. 2018;
Wang et al. 2018; Young et al. 2018; Hochane et al.
2019). One study also detected a lownumber of neural pre-
cursor cells (Young et al. 2018). Each cell type within the
human fetal kidney is identifiable by expression ofmarker
genes established in mice but closer inspection reveals
species-specific differences. As such, these data have
served as a primary reference for comparison to cell types
within human iPSC-derived organoids (Wu et al. 2018;
Combes et al. 2019b). Pseudotime analysis of single cells
is a computational method to organize the transcriptional
profiles of each cell along a developmental trajectory, en-
abling inference of cell state transitions and lineage rela-
tionships (Trapnell et al. 2014). Such analyses applied to
single cells from the human fetal kidney largely replicate
the expected developmental trajectory from nephron pro-
genitor to more mature nephron cell states though the
branch points identifying the divergence between progen-
itor and podocyte, proximal, and distal nephron fates vary
between studies (Lindstrom et al. 2018a; Menon et al.
2018;Wang et al. 2018; Hochane et al. 2019). For example,
Lindstrom et al. (2018a) report human podocytes develop-
ing along a trajectory distinct from the precursors of the
proximal and distal nephron, whereas results from
Hochane et al. (2019) identify podocytes diverging after a
common precursor state that also gives rise to proximal
and distal tubular fates. Heterogeneity within the neph-
ron progenitor population is evident in most studies,
though the biological significance of differences between
the subpopulations is not always clear. Cells of the ureter-
ic epithelium appear to be underrepresented in all data
sets, potentially as a result of a dissociation bias against
cells with strong cell–cell adhesion. As such, insight
into this lineage has been limited but there is support
for maintenance of progenitors in the ureteric tip and a
distinct stalk/trunk identity (Rutledge et al. 2017; Menon
et al. 2018). Within the stromal lineage, several distinct
clusters were identified in each study, but our understand-
ing of the identity and location of these populations is still
emerging. While these profiles represent a major step
forward in understanding the cellular composition of the
human fetal kidney, several definitive marker genes and
signaling pathway components like Wnt, FGF, and
TGFB ligands, and ureteric epithelium markers WNT11
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Table 1. Available transcriptional profiling of human fetal kidney and human kidney organoids

Human fetal
kidney Age/stage Transcriptional profiling Analysis and conclusion Reference

ITGA8+ cells from
human fetal
kidney

Week 17 fetal kidney Bulk RNA-seq Comparative ChIP-seq and RNA-
seq between mouse and
human nephron progenitors
show that SIX1 is functionally
redundant with SIX2 in the
human fetal kidney

O’Brien et al.
2016

Human fetal
kidney

Week 9–21 fetal kidney Bulk RNA-seq Progenitor genes enriched at
early time points, genes
associated with maturing
nephrons, and ureteric
epithelium enriched at later
time points

Lindstrom
et al. 2018c

Nephron and
stromal
progenitor cells
from human
fetal kidney
cortex

Week 16 fetal kidney Bulk RNA-seq of nuclear-
isolated SIX2+ nephron
progenitor cells and
MEIS1+Six2− stromal
progenitor cells

Comparative analysis of mouse
and human nephron and
stromal progenitor cells
reveals conserved and
divergent features within the
nephrogenic niche between
these species

Lindstrom
et al. 2018b

Human fetal
kidney

Pooled Trimester 1/2
(87–132 d of gestation)

Dropseq, Single-cell
RNA-seq; >6000 cells

Comprehensive dynamic map of
gene expression in human
fetal kidneys

Menon et al.
2018

Renal tumors,
adult kidney,
pediatric kidney,
fetal kidney

Varied Dropseq, single-cell
RNA-seq; 72,000 cells

Evidence that Wilms’ tumours
represent an aberrant fetal
stage of development;
dentification of cellular
components within specific
renal carcinomas

Young et al.
2018

Human fetal
kidney, cortical
region

Week 16 fetal kidney Chromium 10x, single cell
RNA-seq, 2750 cells

Benchmark of cell types within
human fetal kidney
nephrogenic zone

Lindstrom
et al. 2018d

Human fetal
kidney, cortical
region

Week 16 fetal kidney Dropseq, Single-cell
RNA-seq

Dynamic insight into early
processes of nephron
commitment in the
developing human; strong
congruence with the same
processes in mice

Lindstrom
et al. 2018a

Human fetal
kidney

Weeks 7–25 fetal kidney STRT-seq, 3543/3023 after
QC cells

Profile of the human fetal kidney
across time; identification of
cell type expression of genes
associated with renal disease

(Wang et al.
2018)

Human fetal
kidney

Weeks 9–18 fetal kidney Chromium 10x, single-cell
RNA-seq, 8205/6602
after QC

Profile of the developing kidney
focused on week 16, exploring
nephron progenitor
heterogeneity with
immunofluorescence and
single molecule fluorescent in
situ hybridization

(Hochane
et al. 2019)

Kidney organoids Protocol/format Transcriptional profiling Analysis and conclusion Reference
Whole organoids
across time

Takasato protocol; total
organoids from day of
aggregation to day 18

Global RNA-seq Kidney organoids match
Trimester 1 human kidney.
Evidence for tubulogenesis,
patterning, and segmentation
across organoid culture

Takasato et al.
2015

Whole organoids Takasato vs. Morizane
protocols

Dropseq, ssRNA-seq Show cellular heterogeneity and
evidence of potential off target
populations; show variation in
patterning between the two
protocols

Wu et al. 2018

Continued
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Table 1. Continued

Human fetal
kidney Age/stage Transcriptional profiling Analysis and conclusion Reference

Whole organoids
from different
batches,
experiments, and
cell lines

Takasato protocol;
differentiation time
course from
undifferentiated iPSC
through to mature kidney
organoids; includes
different cell lines and an
analysis of patient and
isogenic control.; includes
single cell and global
RNA-seq

Global RNA-seq and
Chromium 10x, ssRNA-
seq; 29 organoid states;
two different iPSC lines;
>8000 cells

Confirmed robustness and
reproducibility of protocol
between lines and batches;
identified technical variables,
relative nephron maturation,
and relative off-target
populations as greatest source
of variability; showed that
even isolated nephrons cluster
with whole organoids of the
equivalent day of
differentiation proposed
approach for normalization to
compare diseased and control
organoids

Phipson et al.
2019

Whole well and
isolated
organoids

Freedman protocol; isolated
from mesenchyme or
whole well

Dropseq, ssRNA-seq;
>12,000 cells

Cell types present in organoids
recapitulate an anticipated
developmental trajectory;
reactivation of podocyte
development genes in
postnatal disease

Harder et al.
2019

Whole organoids Takasato vs. Morizane Dropseq, ssRNA-seq; 47
organoids states (includes
different stages of
differentiation); four
lines; 382,000 cells; also
profiled adult kidney
(>3000 cells)

Confirm previously identified
cellular complexity, level of
maturation, and robustness of
protocol; congruence with
previously published
human fetal kidney data
(Lindstrom et al. 2018d; Young
et al. 2018); new data showing
that organoids after
transplantation show
diminished off-target
populations

Subramanian
et al. 2019

Organoid
glomeruli and
organoid
podocytes

Takasato; Sieved glomeruli,
isolated podocytes, and
whole organoids

Global RNA-seq Organoid glomeruli maintain a
superior transcriptional
identity in comparison with
organoid-derived podocytes
cultured in 2D or
immortalized podocyte lines;
isolated organoid glomeruli
can be used for modelling
podocytopathy or screening
compounds

Hale et al.
2018

Bioprinted
organoids

Takasato protocol Chromium 10x, ssRNAseq Cellular composition within
kidney organoids is the same
when generated using an
extrusion bioprinter compared
with manual aggregation

Higgins et al.
2018

Podocytes New protocol Yoshimura
et al. 2019

Suspension culture
micro-organoids

Modified Takasato Chromium 10x, ssRNA-seq Microorganoids show a cellular
complexity and transcriptional
profile similar to that of
kidney organoids grown on
Transwells.

Kumar et al.
2019

Whole organoids Takasato protocol compared
with human fetal kidney
(Lindstrom et al. 2018d)

Chromium 10x, ssRNA-seq Congruence between kidney
organoids and human fetal
kidneys

Combes et al.
2019b
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andWNT9B, were not consistently detected. Thesemark-
ers are detected in whole-kidney bulk RNA-seq (Lind-
strom et al. 2018c), but the cell type expression remains
unclear. Further profiling of high-quality tissue samples
at greater cell number and read depth will clarify local sig-
naling environments and inform attempts to improve the
specification, maintenance, and differentiation of human
renal cell types.

Although nephron number is determined around birth,
human and mouse kidneys continue to mature postnatal-
ly. An increase in the functional capacity of the postnatal
kidney correlates with the maturation of the final burst of
nephrons. Histological sections and single-cell profiling of
developing (Adam et al. 2017; Magella et al. 2018; Park
et al. 2018; Combes et al. 2019b) and adult mouse kidneys
indicate a shift in the proportion of cell types from roughly
equivalent numbers of stromal and epithelial cell types
during development to an overrepresentation of nephron
epithelium in the cortex of the adult kidneywith a bias to-
wards proximal tubule. Detailed microdissection studies
frommature rat kidneys identified transcriptional profiles
for 14 distinct nephron segments (Lee et al. 2015), whereas
around seven have been identified during development in
mouse (O’Brien and McMahon 2014). While there are
known to be distinct molecular and metabolic changes
in specific nephron cell types between development and
adulthood as renal function increases after birth, these
have not been thoroughly examined.

Understanding mammalian kidney development gives
an insight into how renal cell types are specified and
interact to form a functioning organ. Knowledge of these
mechanisms informs attempts to recreate cell types and
organs by approximating developmental programs in a
dish. These endeavors depend on understanding cell
type-specific gene expression patterns and the molecular
mechanisms that regulate cell type specification, expan-
sion and interaction.

Building a kidney organoid from pluripotent stem cells

The generation of pluripotent stem cell-derived organoids
has become a major area of activity in the past decade.
This has been an extension of earlier approaches to use
an understanding of developmental principles to guide
embryonic stem cells towards a specific lineage or cellular
endpoint. Indeed, thiswas first demonstrated usingmouse
embryonic stem cells before the generation of the first
human embryonic stem cell (Thomson et al. 1998) or in-
duced pluripotent stem cell lines (Takahashi and Yama-
naka 2006; Takahashi et al. 2007). The observation that
in vitro differentiation protocols could recapitulate com-
plex multicellular organotypic differentiation was really
first evident in approaches in which 3D embryoid body
culture was used to generate blood or myocardium
(Doetschman et al. 1985; Keller et al. 1993). Embryoid
body (EB) culture, in which an aggregate of undifferentiat-
ed embryonic stem cells was shown to spontaneously give
rise to all three germ layers (Hirst et al. 2006), then became
the starting point for many directed differentiation stud-

ies. The standardization of cell number in such aggregates
(spin EBs) (Ng et al. 2005) was used to differentiate to pan-
creas (Micallef et al. 2007) and blood (Ng et al. 2005) and
the EB culture of human reporter lines for theMIXL1 tran-
scription factor recapitulated gastrulation at the level of
gene expression. The realization that complex models of
developing tissues were arising in such cultures was per-
haps most notably reported with the generation of human
optic cup and pituitary organoids (Eiraku et al. 2008; Suga
et al. 2011; Sasai 2013). However, reports of complex orga-
notypic structures had previously been reported for pan-
creatic buds (Micallef et al. 2007) and intestine (Spence
et al. 2011). Application of this type of approach was rap-
idly adopted to spectacular effect, with the formation of
tissue as complex as the human cerebral cortex (Lancaster
et al. 2013) and specific tailoring of differentiation proto-
cols to generate the entire extent of the gastrointestinal
tract from oesophagus to colon (McCracken et al. 2014,
2017; Múnera et al. 2017; Trisno et al. 2018). What is evi-
dent from all of these protocols is that the tissue generated
is fetal in nature and thatmorphogenetic patterning is var-
iable between organoids and even further between lines
and individual experiments (Phipson et al. 2019). Hence,
unlike the embryo itself, which can get it largely right ev-
ery time, these aremodels withmaturation and structural
deficits. For obvious reasons, they are also limited in their
capacity to reach endpoint differentiation or full scale by
virtue of their in vitro unperfused state. In large part, these
models are also lacking a neural and immune system,
although some approaches are including such cellular
components either as additional elements during differen-
tiation (Schlieve et al. 2017) and/or transplantation for
subsequent vascularization (Cortez et al. 2018; Daviaud
et al. 2018).

In the kidney, the first evidence that progress was being
made came with a series of publications in early 2014.
Taguchi et al. (2014), working frommouse through to hu-
man, carefully defined a stepwise protocol for the genera-
tion of the metanephric mesenchyme (MM) (Taguchi
et al. 2014). This mesenchyme could be induced to form
nephrons comprising glomeruli attached to nephrons in
response to a source of canonical Wnt signaling (Fig. 2;
Taguchi et al. 2014). The resulting glomeruliwould vascu-
larize when transplanted under the renal capsule (Shar-
min et al. 2016). At the same time, Takasato et al. (2014)
reported a distinct stepwise approach initially using a
MIXL1-GFP reporter ES cell line cultured in monolayer
in which branching epithelial trees surrounded by epithe-
lializing nephron progenitors were evident within 3 wk of
commencing culture (Fig. 2). In this protocol, small kid-
ney structures formed across the monolayer and while
the formation of renal vesicles was observed, there were
substantial areas of cells surrounding these structures
that did not form kidney. In 2015, these approaches were
followed by modified protocols that extended from pluri-
potency through to nephrogenesis with evidence for
patterning and segmenting nephrons, sometimes accom-
panied by endothelial, perivascular, and seemingly appro-
priate stromal populations (Fig. 2; Freedman et al. 2015;
Morizane et al. 2015; Takasato and Little 2015; Takasato
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et al. 2015).Morizane et al. (2015) induced aggregate forma-
tion in low-attachmentwells. Freedman et al. (2015) plated
in matrigel before monolayer culture with small nephron-
containing structures forming across the monolayer simi-
lar to that reported in Takasato et al. (2014). This group
have subsequently mechanically loosened such structures
allowing them to float in suspension andhave reported that
this culture format facilitates the formation of tubular cys-
tic structures in an edited hPSC line into which homozy-
gous mutations for PKD1 have been engineered (Table 2;
Cruz et al. 2017). Takasato et al. (2015) formed amicromass
aggregate at the stages of intermediatemesoderm, resulting
in large kidney organoids with ∼100 interconnected neph-
rons surrounding stroma and vasculature (Fig. 2). In retro-
spect, there is evidence for the presence of an endothelial
network in all of these protocols (Fig. 2; R Morizane, B
Freedman, R Nishisnakamura, pers. comm.). While each

protocol varied in culture conformation, all drew on an un-
derstanding of the growth factor signaling required across
embryogenesis (Takasato and Little 2015) and all have sub-
sequently been widely applied as organoid models of the
human developing kidney (Fig. 2; Tables 1, 2). As a result,
these approaches broadly use the same signaling pathways
and arrive as similar stages of differentiation in a remark-
ably congruent time frame (Fig. 2).
While there have been othermodifications or variations

of these differentiation protocols published subsequently
(Table 2), these four protocols (Taguchi et al. 2014; Freed-
man et al. 2015;Morizane et al. 2015; Takasato et al. 2015)
have been the most widely adopted approaches for the
generation of kidney tissue from human pluripotent
stem cells (Tables 1, 2) and the most comprehensive tran-
scriptional analyses have been performed on the Takasato
andMorizane protocols in particular (Takasato et al. 2015;

Figure 2. A comparison between the seminal protocols in the field for the directed differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells to
kidney tissue, highlighting the congruence of timing between these approaches. Immunofluorescence images illustrate the presence of
segmented nephrons in all instances. While the observation of a surrounding vasculature was highlighted in Takasato et al. (2015), the
protocols of Taguchi et al. (2014) (R Nichinakamura, pers. comm.), Morizane et al. (2015) (as illustrated here), and Freedman et al.
(2015) (as illustrated here) also show evidence of spontaneous endothelial cell formation. Factors andmedia used to direct differentiation:
(A) ActivinA (following number indicatesmicromolar concentration); (APEL) APEL differentiationmedium (StemCell Technologies); (C)
CHIR99201 (Wnt pathway agonist; following number indicates micromolar concentration); (B4) BMP4; (B7) BMP7; (B27) B-27 neural sup-
plement medium; (F2) FGF2; (F9) FGF9; (no GFs) no growth factors added to basal medium; (mTESR-E6) E6 minimal differentiation me-
dium (StemCell Technologies); (noggin) BMP antagonist; (R) retinoic acid, (RPMI) Roswell ParkMemorial Institute 1640; (Y) Y27632 (Rho
kinase inhibitor). Stages of differentiation: (AIM) Anterior intermediate mesoderm; (EB) embryoid body; (IM) intermediate mesoderm;
(MM) metanephric mesenchyme; (PIM) posterior intermediate mesoderm; (PS) primitive streak; (PPS) posterior primitive streak; (PTA)
pretubular aggregate; (RV) renal vesicle. Original figures are shown for the first two protocols (Takasato et al. 2014; Taguchi and Nishina-
kamura 2015). Reprinted with permission from Taguchi and Nishinakamura (2015) with permission from Elsevier. Unpublished images
are presented for the final three protocols. Unpublished images were contributed by Lorna Hale (Takasato protocol), Tomoyo Miyoshi,
Ryuji Morizane, Navin Gupta, Kimberley Homan and Jennifer Lewis (Morizane protocol), and Nelly Cruz (Freedman protocol). Scale
bars, 50 µM.
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Wu et al. 2018; Combes et al. 2019b; Phipson et al. 2019;
Subramanian et al. 2019). We focus on our own protocol
(Takasato et al. 2015, 2016) to illustrate how kidney orga-
noid differentiation is performed and howwehave validat-
ed the identity of component cell types within these
structures. The Takasato approach involves the directed
differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells, including
either embryonic stem cells or induced pluripotent stem
cells, as a monolayer subjected to an initial patterning to
posterior primitive streak by virtue of the addition of ei-
ther a canonical Wnt agonist or specific ratio of BMP4/
Activin A, followed by induction of intermediate meso-
derm via the addition of FGF9 (Fig. 2). In our original
protocol (Takasato et al. 2014), cultures spontaneously
formed self-organizing structures comprised of a PAX2+

CDH1+ branching epithelium, described as ureteric epi-
thelium, surrounded by a WT1+ mesenchyme that was
undergoing a mesenchyme to epithelial transition to
form renal vesicle structures, as evidenced by staining
for CDH6 and JAG1. While this was the first report of a
self-organizing kidney-like structure, these arose sporadi-
cally across the tissue culture dish and did not appear to
make well-patterned nephrons. By examining the dura-
tion of the initial Wnt signaling, we subsequently showed
that prolongation of the addition of CHIR shifted the
population from a more GATA3+ anterior intermediate
mesoderm to a more HOXD11+ posterior mesoderm, pre-
sumably favoring nephron formation (Takasato et al.
2015). In addition, the protocol was altered to dissociate
the cultures after day 7 and form an aggregate of cells

Table 2. Modifications to kidney organoid culture format to address specific applications
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(5 × 105 cells per aggregate) that was placed on a Trans-
well filter and subsequently subjected to culture at an
air-media interface (Figs. 2, 3). This approach was chosen
to provide a more 3D environment within which the cells
could self-organize and represents the approach that had
classically been used to culturemouse embryonic kidneys
for >50 yr (Saxen 1987). Indeed, the capacity for an embry-
onic kidney to self-organize into an appropriate structure
post dissociation to single cell had been demonstrated pre-
viously (Lusis et al. 2010; Unbekandt and Davies 2010;
Hendry et al. 2013; Lefevre et al. 2017). As a result of
this change in protocol, we were able to form organoids
that contained a connected epithelial network to which
were attached patterning, segmenting, and elongating ep-
ithelial structure recognizable as early nephrons (Fig. 3A–

E). Each organoid contained ∼100 nephrons and reached a
diameter of ∼4 to 8 mm within 18 d of culture postaggre-
gation (Fig. 3A,C). There was a central epithelial network
connecting the presumptive nephrons that was positive
for PAX2, CDH1, GATA3, LHX1, and KRT8 proteins
(Fig. 3A,B,E) and stained with the collecting duct specif-
ic-lectin, Dolichos biflorus (DBA) (Takasato et al. 2015).
As such, we described this as a ureteric epithelium/
collecting duct network. Within the forming nephrons,
antibody staining showed evidence of a proximal nephron
population positive for WT1, MAFB, and NPHS1, all pro-
teins that ultimately mark the podocytes of the glomeru-
lus (Fig. 3E–G). Between these regions was an EPCAM+

CDH1− epithelium identified as proximal tubule due to
positive staining for CUBN, LRP2, HNF4A, and Lotus tet-
ragonolobus lectin (LTL) (Fig. 3E,J,K) and an EPCAM+

CDH1+ epithelium identified as distal tubule (Fig. 3E).
By day 25 of culture (18 d after plating on Transwell
filters), this medial segment showed staining for UMOD
suggesting the formation of a presumptive loop of Henle
(Fig. 3A,B,E). Around the forming nephrons was a
MEIS1+ stroma (Fig. 3E), a KDR1+SOX17+CD31+ endothe-
lial plexus (Fig. 3C–E), and some evidence for a PDGFRA+

pericyte population alongside this (Takasato et al. 2015).
Hence, these kidney organoids showed substantial cellu-
lar complexity, including the spontaneous formation of
nephrons within a stroma that also contained a vascula-
ture. The presence of a ureteric epithelium, distal nephron
segments, and a clear vasculature and perivascular
population suggested that this protocol represented the
most complex kidney organoid protocol described to
date. However, as noted above, re-examination of the oth-
er protocols also shows evidence of endothelium and
more extensive evidence of nephron segmentation (Fig.
2). Hence, the published protocols generate similar struc-
tures with structural differences primarily reflecting vary-
ing culture format.

Characterizing the renal cell types evident within kidney
organoids

Kidney organoids are recognizable as kidney due to the
presence of patterning and segmenting nephrons that dis-
play an appropriatemorphology and segment-specific pro-

tein staining. Both global profiling and characterization
of individual cellular components is helping us to under-
stand the developmental accuracy and relative maturity
of component cell types compared with existing immor-
talized human cell lines. Perhaps the cell type most thor-
oughly characterized to date are the glomerular epithelial
cells or podocytes of the nephrons (Fig. 3F–H). Initially
examined via microarray profiling of human kidney orga-
noids generated using the Taguchi protocol (Sharmin et al.
2016), these have more recently been analyzed after both
FACS sorting, primary 2D culture (OrgPods), and in intact
isolated 3D organoid glomeruli (OrgGloms) via RNAseq
(Hale et al. 2018). While freshly isolated OrgPods cultured
in 2D showed an appropriate podocyte morphology, pro-
tein expression and response to insulin, as previously
demonstrated using human immortalized podocyte cell
lines, the presence of polarized slit diaphragm proteins
(Fig. 3F), and improved expression of podocyte-specific
genes (Fig. 3H) was seen in the 3D OrgGloms (Hale et al.
2018). Indeed, proteomic analysis showed a more mature
matrisome in 3D than 2D with evidence for appropriate
collagen and laminin switching. The colocalization of
slit diaphragm proteins has also been reported using the
Freedman (Kim et al. 2017) and Taguchi (Tanigawa et al.
2018) protocols. Indeed, most recently Yoshimura et al.
(2019) modified their directed differentiation protocol to
maximize the formation of podocytes at the expense of
other kidney cell types. This involved inhibition of both
Wnt and TGFβ signaling to proximalize the forming renal
vesicle epithelium, resulting in a layer of >90% podocyte
(Yoshimura et al. 2019). Such studies suggest that the lev-
el of podocyte identity present in the glomeruli of organo-
ids is superior to any previous model of this complex and
structurally constrained cell type. Indeed, using induced
pluripotent stem cell lines from congenital nephrotic
syndrome patients carrying distinct point mutations in
NPHS1, both Tanigawa et al. (2018) and Hale et al.
(2018) show that the resulting organoid glomeruli display
podocyte defects consistent with the patient phenotype.
This is a powerful proof of concept for disease modeling
using organoids.
The individual characterization of human renal cell

types within organoids is being assisted via the develop-
ment of fluorescent reporter tools generated using
CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing (Sharmin et al. 2016; Bores-
tröm et al. 2018; Hale et al. 2018; Howden et al. 2018;
van den Berg et al. 2018; Vanslambrouck et al. 2019). By
targeting fluorescent reporter proteins to the loci of cell
type-specific genes, it has been possible to visualize these
cell types within the organoids in vitro (Sharmin et al.
2016; Boreström et al. 2018) and in vivo after transplanta-
tion (van den Berg et al. 2018) as well as isolate and char-
acterize individual cell types fromwithin organoids using
fluorescence activated cell sorting (Fig. 3I–N; Vanslam-
brouck et al. 2019). This approachwas applied for the tem-
poral transcriptional analysis of the maturing glomerulus
using a MAFBmTAGBFP reporter line that marks the
forming podocytes (Fig. 3M; Hale et al. 2018) and has
been shown recently to effectively enrich for a variety of
cell types from within complex organoids, including
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endothelium, nephron progenitor, proximal tubule, and
distal tubule (Fig. 3I–N; Vanslambrouck et al. 2019). The
generation of fluorescent single and double fluorophore
reporter lines (Fig. 3N) will also allow time-lapse imaging
of morphogenesis, facilitating an analysis of nephron for-
mation within kidney organoids. This should identify
how nephron segmentation is occurring in vitro and po-
tentially enlightening about developmental processes
never observed in human development. Alternatively,
such analyses may identify problems with the appropriate
induction of segment-specific transcription factors, there-
by ultimately leading to optimization of the differentia-
tion protocols. Finally, reporter lines are now allowing
the dissection of lineage relationships in the human sys-
tem (Fig. 3OP). Indeed, we have now definitively shown
that the nephron epithelium arising in our kidney organo-
ids comes from a SIX2-expressing nephron progenitor, as
anticipated based upon our understanding of nephron for-
mation in the mouse (Fig. 3OP; Howden et al. 2019).

The balance between reproducibility and cellular
complexity

With these advances has come an extraordinary level of
interest in kidney organoids. Indeed, the development of
protocols for generating kidney organoids has been a dis-
ruptive technology in both developmental biology and ex-
perimental nephrology. The utility of such methods will
require developmental accuracy, but will also need to be
highly reproducible and applicable to any cell line. Like
the developing kidney itself, kidney organoids contain
multiple distinct cell types. This level of cellular com-
plexity, while accurately generated during normal em-

bryogenesis, represents a technical challenge. Indeed,
this is a challenge for any complex multicellular pluripo-
tent stem cell-derived organoid model. While a coronal
section of an embryonicmouse brain will be anatomically
equivalent to the same section taken from any normal
mouse of that given strain and developmental age, a cere-
bral organoid can show considerable anatomical variation
between organoids with variable numbers of ventricles,
presence or absence of eye tissue and variable contribu-
tion of tissue representing other brain regions (Lancaster
et al. 2013; Camp et al. 2015). An embryonic mouse also
has an anatomically reliable clock such that it is easy to
ensure that embryos of the same stage of development
are being compared with each other. This is much less
easy to control in an organoid culture. For kidney organo-
ids to surpass the use of animal models, the protocols
must be highly reproducible and transferable between dis-
tinct starting cell lines.
Transcriptional profiling has first allowed us to better

understand the cellular complexity of kidney organoid
models but also to begin to examine the robustness of
the differentiation protocols and the sources of technical
variability. Using single-cell RNA-seq, Wu et al. (2018)
directly compared the temporal transcriptional changes
across differentiation and the cellular complexity of
both the Morizane et al. (2015) and Takasato et al.
(2015) kidney organoid protocols. They concluded that
protocol-based differences in the relative nephron seg-
ments and potential off-target populations present existed
between these two protocols, noting that both contained
substantial stromal populations that were not readily
identified based on our understanding of mouse kidney
development. Kidney organoids generated using the Mor-
izane protocol showed lower rates of cellular proliferation

Figure 3. Cellular complexity of kidney organoids generated via directed differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells using the Taka-
sato protocol. (A–C ) Human kidney organoids generated using Takasato et al. (2015) at day 25 of culture. (A,B) Immunofluorescence stain-
ing of whole kidney organoid (A; diameter = 3 mm) and higher magnification (B) shows evidence for glomeruli (NPHS1; white), proximal
tubules (LTL; blue), distal tubules (CDH1; green), and a connecting epithelial network positive for GATA3 (red) and CDH1 (green). (C )
Evidence of an extensive endothelial network (CD31; green) between organoid glomeruli (NPHS1; magenta). (D) Diagram of kidney dif-
ferentiation from the intermediate mesoderm (IM) highlighting the ureteric epithelium (UE) as the origin of the collecting duct and the
metanephric mesenchyme (MM) as the origin of the nephron. Evidence exists for stromal and vascular progenitors; however, their origins
are less clear. (DT) Distal tubule; (LoH) loop of Henle; (PT) proximal tubule; (POD) podocyte; (VASC) vasculature; (STROM) stroma. (E)
Immunofluorescence images of the cellular elements present within a kidney organoid generated using Takasato et al. (2015). (F ) Immu-
nofluorescence analysis of isolated organoid glomeruli showing polarized colocalization of the slit diaphragm proteins NEPHRIN (green)
andNEPH1 (red) proteins comparedwith the nonpolarized protein PODXL (magenta). Image fromHale et al. (2018). (G) Bright-field image
through intact organoid glomeruli with capillary loop structure evident at the left. Image from Hale et al. (2018). (H) Heat map showing
relative expression of key podocyte genes in the immortalized podocyte cell line comparedwith organoid derived podocytes (OrgPod) after
2D culture and 3D isolated organoid glomeruli (OrgGlom). Adapted fromHale et al. (2018). (I–N) Reporter lines illustrating the presence of
individual cell types within kidney organoids. In each example, the promoter into which the fluorescent reporter has been placed is in-
dicated in italics while regular text is used for antibody staining. These reporters demonstrate the presence of endothelial cells (I, Sox17m-
Cherry) (Ng et al. 2016), proximal tubules (J, HNF4AYFP; K, Lrp2mTAGBFP), connecting segment/ureteric epithelium (L,
GATA3mCherrry), podocytes (M,MAFBmTAGBFP), and a double reporter with bothGATA3mCherry andMAFBmTAGBFP (N). Images
fromVanslambrouck et al. (2019). (O) Targeting constructs for the generation of a human iPSC SIX2 lineage tracing reporter line. Tamox-
ifen (4-OHT) will result in the production of Cre recombinase within any cell expressing SIX2. As a result, loxP-Cre mediated excision of
the EGFP cassette presentwithin theGAPDHsafe harbor locuswill cause a switch in cell color fromgreen to red (mCherry). Howden et al.
(2019). (P) High-resolution immunofluorescence of nephrons within kidney organoids subjected to early (day 7 + 10) or date (day 7 +18)
4-OHT. mCherry indicates cells that have initiated SIX2 expression. mCherry+ cells within nephrons after early induction shows that
a SIX2-expressing progenitor contributes to nephron formation early in organoid patterning. The absence of mCherry within nephrons
after late induction shows that this is no longer the case at later time points. Glomeruli (NPHS1; white), proximal tubules (LTL; blue),
nephron epithelium (EpCAM; green). Adapted from Howden et al. (2019). Scale bars, 50 µM.
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and potentially greater maturation of component cell
types. They went on to map the expression of genes previ-
ously associated with kidney disease, suggesting signifi-
cant potential for kidney organoids to recapitulate such
transcriptional networks. A much larger single cell study
(440,000 single cells) comparing the same two protocols is
now available as preprint (Subramanian et al. 2019) and
similarly concluded that kidney organoids contain cell
clusters recognizable as anticipated cell types within the
developing kidney. They also concluded that the proto-
cols are robust and reproducible by comparing different
cell lines differentiated using the same methods (Subra-
manian et al. 2019). More recently, organoids generated
using the Freedman protocol (Freedman et al. 2015) have
been analyzed identifying the expression of podocyte
genes known to be associated with glomerular disease
(Harder et al. 2019).

Using global organoid RNA-seq, we havemore formally
examined the sources of variation in organoids generated
using the Takasato protocol between cell line, individual
organoid, and individual experimental batch across time
(Phipson et al. 2019). The reproducibility of the differenti-
ation protocol between lines was confirmed (Fig. 4A). Not
surprisingly, however, this analysis identified technical
issues, such as batch, as a major source of global trans-
criptional variation. The most variable genes between
experimental batch included genes which increase in ex-
pression with nephron tubulogenesis, suggesting that
distinct lines and experiments were slightly more or less
differentiated than their comparator. This may reflect
batch-to-batch variations in growth factors, cell density,
or line-specific differences in rates of proliferation, but
highlights the challenge of accurately identifying genu-
inely disease-related transcriptional changes between pa-
tient and control lines. In the same study, an analysis of
organoids at the single-cell level again showed tight con-
gruence between organoids particularly within a single
batch (Fig. 4B), but illustrated shifts in relative component
cell types, including relative nephron maturation and off-
target populations, as contributing to batch to batch vari-
ation. A tightening of the differentiation parameters and
consideration of experimental design needs to be guided
by such observations. Indeed, in a study comparing the
transcriptional profile of magnetically sorted epithelium
from kidney organoids generated from a nephronophthisis
patient-derived iPSC and a CRISPR/Cas9 gene corrected
iPSC line, normalization for highly variable genes re-
vealed a clear defect in epithelial polarization that was
confirmed in matrigel culture (Forbes et al. 2018).

Examining the transcriptional congruence between
kidney organoids and the human fetal kidney

Having established the robustness, transferability and cel-
lular complexity of kidney organoids, how well do these
structures really model the normal processes of kidney
morphogenesis and will a model of a developing human
kidney, nomatter how accurate, be of clinical value?Mor-
phologically, the early nephrons in these kidney organoids

appear to pattern in a similar fashion to what might be
expected based on our understanding of kidney morpho-
genesis in mouse and human. There is also a global
transcriptional congruence evident between kidney orga-
noids and Trimester 1 human kidney, which exceeds that
with other human fetal tissues (Takasato et al. 2015).
With the recent increasing access to single-cell transcrip-
tional data from the human fetal kidney, it has also been
possible to begin to directly compare organoid and fetal
kidney tissue.

Cell types within kidney organoids were initially de-
fined based on morphology and expression of established
markers of mouse renal cell types by immunofluores-
cence. The application of single-cell profiling has enabled
a deeper analysis of kidney organoid cell types, dramati-
cally expanding the complement of markers used to iden-
tify organoid renal cell types and identifying varying
proportions of off-target neural, glial, muscle progenitor,
and melanocyte populations (Wu et al. 2018; Combes
et al. 2019b; Harder et al. 2019; Howden et al. 2019; Sub-
ramanian et al. 2019). Pseudotime analysis of organoid
nephron cell types suggests that organoid nephron forma-
tion replicates the expected trajectory from nephron pro-
genitor to podocyte and tubular endpoints (Combes
et al. 2019b). Despite the expression of key cell typemark-
ers in kidney organoids, the possibility of deeper underly-
ing differences between organoid nephron, stromal, and
endothelial cell types and those from the human fetal kid-
ney remained. To address this we performed an integrated
analysis of single cell profiles from human kidney organo-
ids with cells from the human fetal kidney cortex (Lind-
strom et al. 2018b). Clusters in the combined data set
contained cells from organoids and human fetal kidney
with transcriptional congruence for cell type-specific
markers of stromal, nephron, and endothelial cell types
(Fig. 4CD; Combes et al. 2019b). The relative proportions
of stromal, nephron, endothelial and other cell types were
comparable between the data sets (Fig. 4E). Other compar-
isons of organoid and human kidney cell types have found
similar conservation (Wu et al. 2018; Harder et al. 2019).
Our understanding of stromal populations in the human
fetal kidney is limited. However, human fetal kidney
data sampled from the renal cortex contained five popula-
tions within three major groups (Lindstrom et al. 2018b).
These populations appeared to be conserved to some ex-
tent in kidney organoids with human fetal kidney and
organoid cells substantially contributing to three com-
bined stromal clusters (C0–C2) (Fig. 4C). Analysis of genes
conserved between human fetal kidney and organoid cells
within these clusters identified conservation of renal stro-
mal markers including TAGLN, PDGFRA, DCN, MGP,
PDGFRB, and many more. However, established markers
of the nephrogenic zone stroma such as FOXD1 and PBX1
were not detected in either the organoid or human fetal
kidney cells, despite these genes being present in bulk
RNA sequencing data sets for both tissue types (Lind-
strom et al. 2018c; Phipson et al. 2019). Likewise, insight
into signaling pathway components expected to play anal-
ogous roles in mouse and human was limited. Failing to
detect established marker genes sustains the possibility
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of important differences between cell types in organoids
and human fetal kidney thatmay only be revealed by com-
parison of improved data sets. Despite the absence of
some expectedmarkers there is a high level of congruence
in how kidney organoid cell types cluster in isolation or
combinedwith human fetal kidney, again supporting con-
gruence between key renal cell types from both tissue
types (Fig. 4F).

Accurate lineage but precocious cessation
of nephrogenesis within organoids

The described transcriptional analyses of organoids sup-
ports their molecular relevance as a model of human
nephrogenesis; however, it says little about morphology.
As described above, ongoing nephrogenesis within the
developing mouse kidney is driven via the reciprocal

F

BA

C D E

Figure 4. Investigating the reproducibility, cellular complexity, transcriptional and developmental accuracy of hPSC-derived kidney
organoids. (A) 3D correlation analysis of global transcriptional profile across kidney organoid differentiation from day 0 (undifferentiated
iPSC) through day 4 (posterior primitive streak), day 7 (intermediate mesoderm) and days 10, 18, and 25 of organoid culture using two
distinct iPSC lines. This analysis suggests that the differentiation protocol is robust with replicates correlating with stage of differentia-
tion even when generated using different iPSC lines and experiments performed at different times. From Phipson et al. (2019). (B) tSNE
plot showing overlay of >8000 single cells generated from four different day 7+18 kidney organoids showing strong reproducibility be-
tween organoids at the single-cell level. FromPhipson et al. (2019). (C ) tSNE plot overlaying single cells isolated from iPSC-derived kidney
organoids (blue) with human fetal kidney (pink). Reprinted fromCombes et al. (2019b). (D) Analysis of the cell types present in the human
fetal kidney and organoid data sets, as analyzed in Combes et al. (2019b). (E) Relative abundance of key cellular elements in human fetal
kidney versus kidney organoid. Note that while stroma is a prevalent component in kidney organoids, this is also the case in human fetal
kidney. Kidney organoids showed a higher level of proliferating cells (cell cycle). Reprinted fromCombes et al. (2019b). (F ) Comparison of
organoid cell clustering in “organoid only” to “combined” organoid and human fetal kidney clusters. Overlap in samples within clusters
from the different analyses is shown using the Jaccard Index (JI) with a score of 1 (yellow) indicating identical clusters and 0 (blue) indi-
cating no cells in common. Combined (C) cluster identities are listed at the left of the heat map indicating JI score, some markers con-
served between organoid and fetal kidney cells within each cluster are listed at the right.
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interactions between the ureteric tip and the surrounding
nephron progenitor population, the SIX2+ cap mesen-
chyme. A premature commitment of the nephron progen-
itor population to nephron formation results in hypoplasia
as both branching and nephrogenesis cease (Self et al.
2006). Does a nephron progenitor population exist in kid-
ney organoids and is there ongoing nephron formation?
What is not evident in anyof hPSC-derived kidney organo-
ids described above is a branching ureteric tree with tips
surrounded by cap mesenchyme. However, nephrons are
clearly forming. We have recently begun to look into the
lineage relationships of the cells present within our kid-
ney organoids to tease these questions apart. Using a
unique lineage reporter system involving the homozygous
targeting of a loxP-GFP-loxP-mCherry cassette into the
GAPDH safe harbour locus and Cre recombinase into
the SIX2 locus, it has been possible to show that the epi-
thelial cells of kidney organoid nephrons do indeed arise
from a SIX2-expressing population, as would be anticipat-
ed based upon themouse (Howden et al. 2019). Important-
ly, therewas no evidence that this cell type gave rise to the
endothelial population within organoids, suggesting a dis-
tinct lineage relationship between nephron epithelium
and other organoid cell types (Howden et al. 2019). By re-
targeting the SIX2 locus with CreERT2 (Fig. 3O), it was
also possible to determine whether there is evidence for
continued nephron formation from such a progenitor
population across time in an organoid by controlling the
timing and dose of tamoxifen (Fig. 3P). Induction of Cre
recombinase at day 10 of culture resulted in a clear contri-
bution of the SIX2-expressing cells to nephron epithelia,
including the glomeruli and presumptive proximal and
distal tubules (Fig. 3P). However, induction at day 18 re-
sulted in the identification of a stromal SIX2-derived pop-
ulation but no evidence of ongoing nephrogenesis (Fig. 3P;
Howden et al. 2019). Indeed, it is possible that there are
distinct SIX2-expressing populations arising at this time
thatmay represent off-target cell types, such amuscle pro-
genitors. This lack of evidence of ongoing nephrogenesis
within organoids agrees with the observed morphology
that suggests the synchronous formation of tubular struc-
tures which subsequently elongate and pattern (Phipson
et al. 2019). It also agrees with what would be anticipated
in the absence of ureteric tips with a surrounding nephro-
genic zone. As such, this is one of themost critical deficits
of current organoid protocols. The implications of this be-
come the most stark when one considers the prospects
for renal replacement. A number of groups have shown
evidence that a transplanted organoid can draw in a host
vasculature with evidence of substantive glomerular and
tubular maturation (Sharmin et al. 2016; Bantounas
et al. 2018; Tanigawa et al. 2018; van den Berg et al.
2018). However, if there is no prospect of ongoing nephro-
genesis, all current approaches fall short with respect to
tissue mass and will not generate new nephrons after
transplantation. When plating 5 × 105 starting cells, we
can generate organoids containing ∼100 nephrons (Taka-
sato et al. 2015). This represents a functional shortfall of
four orders of magnitude with respect to average nephron
number in a human kidney (∼1,000,000/kidney) (Hughson

et al. 2003). While this level of endowment is likely suffi-
cient for toxicity screening or disease modeling, it would
not represent a tissue capable of renal replacement.

Organoids lack of a dichotomously branching
collecting duct

Recent analysis in the human fetal kidney would suggest
that the collecting duct tips should be marked by RET ex-
pression (Lindstrom et al. 2018c; Menon et al. 2018;
Hochane et al. 2019) as might be predicted from mice
(Costantini and Kopan 2010), although single-cell data
sets have not definitively described WNT9B expression.
Unlike the developing human kidney, a kidney organoid
does not arise via the ingrowth of a dichotomously
branching ureteric tree comprising RET+ ureteric tips
(Fig. 5). Indeed, most organoid protocols do not have any
evidence for a ureteric epithelium. Takasato et al. (2015)
noted the presence of a GATA3+CDH1+ epithelium, de-
scribed as collecting duct, that is forming a contiguous
network to which the nephrons are attached (Fig. 6A–D).
However, global organoid profiling did not detect
WNT9B or RET expression. It is possible that this
GATA3+ epithelium is actually a connecting segment, a
term used to describe the region of the nephron connect-
ing it to the collecting duct epithelium (Little et al.
2007). Lindstrom et al. (2018d) show evidence for the pres-
ence for GATA3 protein within the human distal neph-
ron/connecting segment. Mouse lineage tracing clearly
shows that the connecting segment is derived from neph-
ron progenitors (Georgas et al. 2009). Curiously, the recent
lineage tracing in kidney organoids revealed no Cherry
expression (a readout of SIX2 lineage) within this pre-
sumptive ureteric epithelium (Fig. 6E), consistent with a
distinct origin for this epithelium compared with the
rest of the nephron epithelia (Howden et al. 2019). This ei-
ther supports the identity of this epithelium as ureteric
epithelium or suggests that, unlike in the mouse (Georgas
et al. 2009), the connecting segment in human does not
arise from the SIX2+ nephron progenitors.

Our own analysis of the connecting segment in mice, at
the level of both gene expression (Fig. 6F) and immunoflu-
orescence (Fig. 6G), also argues that Gata3 protein is
present in both connecting segment and ureteric epitheli-
um (Combes et al. 2019b). Indeed, this is also the case for
other markers frequently used to identify ureteric epithe-
lium/collecting duct, including Hoxb7, Krt8, Krt18, and
Aqp2 (Fig. 6F). As such, these markers can no longer be
used to definitively identify ureteric epithelium/collect-
ing duct. This has substantial implications for a number
of more recent studies describing the generation of ureter-
ic epithelium/collecting duct from pluripotent stem cells
(Xia et al. 2013; Mae et al. 2018; Hariharan et al. 2019).

Relative maturation of kidney organoids

Alongside the absence of ongoing nephrogenesis, current
kidney organoid protocols show little evidence of func-
tional maturation (Fig. 5). As is the case in the mouse or
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human fetal kidney, the early nephrons are functionally
immature. While the proximal tubules of kidney organo-
ids show expression of CUBULIN and MEGALIN and
do show some capacity to endocytose albumin in vitro,
they only express low levels of the requisite cationic and
anionic solute channels, amino acid transporters and
glucose transporters required for postnatal function
(Takasato et al. 2015). There have been claims that the
proximal tubular segments in kidney organoids are appro-
priately sensitive to cisplatin and can induce expression of
HAVCR1/KIM1 (Freedman et al. 2015; Morizane et al.
2015). Our own analysis does not show evidence of up-reg-
ulation of this gene in response to cisplatin (Y-C Soo,
S Howden, M Little, unpubl.), which may result from
the relative immaturity of the proximal tubular epitheli-
um. Indeed, there is no evidence of substantive
SLC22A2/OCT2 expression in organoids (Takasato et al.
2015; Wu et al. 2018; Combes et al. 2019b) that would
be required for selective cisplatin uptake. In addition,
many of the toxins to which the proximal tubule is sensi-
tive would enter the cell from the urinary filtrate through
solute channels displayed on the apical surface of the
proximal tubular cells. As no filtrate is forming, this
would not occur in an organoid to any extent.
To date, the protocols described for generating kidney

organoids have a relatively finite lifespan, with most
showing nephron loss, fibrosis, or increasing evidence of
off target populations after ∼30 d of in vitro culture. In-
deed, with time in culture the center of organoids show
deposition of extracellular matrix and a decline in endo-
thelial populations (Takasato et al. 2015). Several ap-
proaches to generating kidney organoids in suspension
show clear evidence of cyst formation and fibrotic expan-
sionwith time (Przepiorski et al. 2018; Kumar et al. 2019).
This suggests that while we have managed to replicate
early patterning events, we have not created an environ-
ment suitable for tubular proliferation and continued
development. This is not surprising given the late func-

tional maturation of specific nephron segments in the
mouse. Nor is it surprising given the absence of a func-
tional vascular supply. Endothelial networks are evident
in several protocols (Takasato et al. 2015; Wu et al.
2018; Combes et al. 2019b); however, formation of glo-
merular capillaries is rare (Fig. 5) and endothelial gene sig-
natures decline with culture time. The application of
sheer stress via organoid culture (Morizane protocol)
within an addressable PDMS chamber has been shown
to sustain and support endothelial populations and their
vascularization of organoids in vitro (Homan et al.
2019). However, it is the provision of a host vasculature
that definitely appears to improve tubular morphology,
with evidence of the formation of intercalated cellswithin
the distal epithelial segments of our own organoid proto-
col within 2 wk of renal subcapsular transplantation
(van den Berg et al. 2018). In contrast, an organoid left to
grow in vitro for the same period of time shows no evi-
dence of maturation (van den Berg et al. 2018). The capac-
ity tomimic such a vascular supply in vitro is challenging,
but is likely to be required if we wish to mature the prox-
imal tubule to the stage of having mature transporter ac-
tivity and barrier function. Without these traits, kidney
organoids will struggle to prove useful for toxicology
screening or modeling of certain tubulopathies.
There has been some suggestion that kidney organoids

may also prove useful in screening for treatment or im-
proving our understanding of postnatal renal pathologies,
including interstitial fibrosis, diabetic nephropathy, or
glomerulosclerosis. Here again, current kidney organoid
models fall short of what would be required to accurately
model such conditions. For example, diabetic nephropa-
thy arises in response to continuous high levels of circu-
lating glucose. While is it clear that some individuals
show higher risk of nephropathic complications than oth-
ers, without the presence of a circulation, fenestrated glo-
merular capillaries or a glomerular basement membrane,
it is not clear whether this can be modeled in vitro. In

Figure 5. Comparison between fetal kidney and kidney organoids. This diagram highlights the developmental features in common, re-
stricted to normal fetal kidney development (fetal kidney features) or present only in kidney organoids (organoid features).
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addition, almost all tissue culture media are high in glu-
cose, making the control situation abnormal with respect
to glucose. Indeed, it is possible that this abnormal meta-
bolic environment itself may hinder the capacity for a
kidney organoid to mature normally. Hence, it is likely
that there will need to be many more modifications to
our differentiation protocols and culture formats before
solutions to such challenges are found.

Other points of divergence between developing organ
and organoid

The absence of ongoing nephrogenesis within organoids
limits both the nephron number and potentially other as-
pects ofmorphogenesis. Given the clinical relevance of re-
nal hypoplasia (small kidneys), let alone frank dysplasia,
all such inaccuracies have the potential to be major prob-
lems to the utility of organoids. Indeed, it is understanding

the points of divergence that will focus efforts on improv-
ing the differentiation protocols as well as refining orga-
noid applications (Fig. 5).

The stroma of the developing kidney, while poorly un-
derstood, is clearly required to refine the process of organ
morphogenesis. Signals from the stroma are critical in the
elongation of the nephrons (Yu et al. 2009) and support of
the cap mesenchyme (Das et al. 2013). Kidney organoids
contain a complex set of stromal populations; however,
these are not arranged in the same way as the developing
kidney. Indeed, while there is evidence for occasional
FOXD1+ stromal cells, these are not prevalent or pat-
terned into a cortical stromal zone. It is possible that
this results in part from the fact that not all stromal ele-
ments of the developing kidney arise within the meta-
nephric mesenchyme. For example, the medullary
Tbx18+ stroma of the mouse likely migrates into the kid-
ney with the ureteric bud (Bohnenpoll et al. 2013). Hence,
some stromal compartments may simply not be present
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Figure 6. The challenge of a higher order
kidney from induced pluripotent stem cells.
(A) Immunofluorescence of putative collect-
ing duct within human kidney organoid.
PAX2 (green), GATA3 (purple), CDH1 (yel-
low). (B) Evidence for an intervening neph-
ron segment (CDH1+) between the
proximal nephron (LTL; blue) and the puta-
tive collecting duct (CDH1+GATA3+). (C )
Evidence for an intervening nephron seg-
ment (CDH1+) between the thick ascending
limb/distal straight tubule (SLC12A1;
white) and the putative collecting duct
(GATA3, red). (D) Sectioned kidney organo-
ids showing evidence for a contiguous
GATA3+CDH1+ epithelium connecting all
nephrons within the kidney organoid. Re-
printed from Higgins et al. (2018). (E) Line-
age tracing shows contribution of SIX2-
expressing cells to nephron segments other
than the distal GATA3-expressing region.
From Howden et al. (2019). (F ) Comparison
of expression between E18.5 mouse kidney
distal nephron and collecting duct shows
coexpression of many genes assumed to be
collecting duct specific, including Hoxb7,
Gata3, Calb1, Krt8, Krt18, and Aqp2. Re-
printed from Combes et al. (2019a). (G) Evi-
dence in mouse for expression of Gata3
and Hoxb7 within distal nephron (DN), in-
cluding distal tubule (DT) and connecting
segment (CnS), as well as ureteric epitheli-
um (UE)/ureteric tip (UT). Lineage tracing
using the SIX2Cre-TdTomato shows a neph-
ron progenitor (NP) origin for the DT and
CnS but not the UT. Reprinted from
Combes et al. (2019a) with permission

fromElsevier. (H,I ) Immunofluorescence of amurine higher order kidney organoid generated after combiningmouse ESC-derived nephron
progenitor and collecting duct progenitors with Foxd1-sorted mouse stroma. (H) Evidence for a branching collecting duct tree (CK8; red)
and a peripheral nephron progenitor (Six2) population. (I ) Evidence for the initiation of nephronswhich connect to the collecting duct tree.
Reprinted from Taguchi and Nishinakamura (2017). (J) A branching presumptive collecting duct structure generated from human IPSC
differentiated using directed differentiation to ureteric epithelium. Reprinted from Taguchi and Nishinakamura (2017).
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in kidney organoids while others may be off target
populations.
While nephrons form and undergo patterning and seg-

mentation, the detailedmorphology of organoid nephrons
have not been comprehensively studied. In our own proto-
col, we have evidence that kidney organoids contain early
nephrons that are connecting to each other. While this
process of nephron-to-nephron connections is only rarely
referred to in descriptions of mouse metanephric develop-
ment (Zhai et al. 2006), this nephron-to-nephron connec-
tivity in organoids may represent the process of arcading
known to occur in the human fetal kidney after collecting
duct branching ends in early Trimester 2 (Little 2015).
Indeed, a fundamental difference between mouse and
human kidney development is the prolonged period of
nephron formation without ureteric branching seen in
the human fetal kidney (∼16–20 wk) (Little 2015). While
arcading may occur in the first week of neonatal life of
the mouse, the period where nephrogenesis ceases (Rum-
balle et al. 2011), this is not well appreciated. A second al-
ternative is that the nephrons arising in most organoid
protocols are not metanephric but are mesonephric tu-
bules. There is strong transcriptional congruence between
mesonephric and metanephric tubules in the mouse
(Georgas et al. 2011). As the human mesonephros arises
around week 4 after conception, there is no transcription-
al data available in human. However, if it is assumed that
the pace at which a human pluripotent stem cell can pat-
tern to a specific endpoint is linked to the speed at which
the tissue would arise in vivo, a kidney organoid arising at
day 25may bemesonephric, or even pronephric. This does
not explain why a mesonephric, or indeed, a pronephric
tubule, would be likely to connect to one other as this is
not an anatomical feature of the mesonephros in mouse
or human. The formation of interconnectingmesonephric
tubules is, however, a feature of mesonephros formation
and regeneration in the fish (Gallegos et al. 2019). Hence,
if the same patterning processes applies, this unusual fu-
sion of adjacent nephrons may simply represent an aber-
rant feature of in vitro culture unique to kidney organoids.

Changing culture formats to improve kidney organoids

Clearly, kidney organoids remain imperfect models of the
developing human organ.Major challenges remain around
structure, functional maturation, and scale, all of which
will impact on the feasibility and accuracy of applications
including disease modeling, toxicological screening, and
regenerative approaches. Despite this, a number of studies
have shown a capacity to recapitulate genetic forms of
kidney disease in vitro, including nephronophthisis and
congenital nephrotic syndrome, using patient-derived
iPSC (Forbes et al. 2018; Hale et al. 2018; Tanigawa
et al. 2018). What is possible outside of the embryo is to
modify culture format to optimize such models for one
or other application, even when this does not necessarily
involve creating a perfect model of the developing organ.
A variety of studies have now claimed improvements in
scale up or relative maturation, including the use of dis-

tinct culture formats and changes in culture materials
(Table 2; Cruz et al. 2017; Czerniecki et al. 2018; Przepior-
ski et al. 2018; Garreta et al. 2019; Gupta et al. 2019;
Kumar et al. 2019). In addition, protocols for the genera-
tion of specific renal cell subtypes, such as podocyte or
collecting duct epithelium, are being reported (Musah
et al. 2017; Taguchi and Nishinakamura 2017; Hale
et al. 2018; Yoshimura et al. 2019). Finally, a variety of ap-
proaches have now been proposed to improve vasculariza-
tion in vitro (Homan et al. 2019) or provide vascular flow
in vivo (Sharmin et al. 2016; Bantounas et al. 2018; van
den Berg et al. 2018; Garreta et al. 2019; Gupta et al.
2019). In most instances, these involve modifications of
prior differentiation protocols (Table 2; Taguchi et al.
2014; Freedman et al. 2015; Morizane et al. 2015; Taka-
sato et al. 2015).
One of the earliest conformational changes proposed

was to move from adherent or micromass culture to sus-
pension culture. Cruz et al. (2017) reported that this al-
lowed for the presentation of epithelial cysts within
cultures derived from stem cell lines into which autoso-
mal dominant polycystic kidney disease gene mutations
(homozygous PKD1 mutations) were engineered (Table
2). Two more recent adaptations of the Takasato protocol
have cultured early EBs, or micro-organoids generated
from IM in suspension cultures, achieving a significant
scale up in terms of final cell number (Table 2; Przepiorski
et al. 2018; Kumar et al. 2019). However, both of these
studies reported inappropriate stromal expansion and epi-
thelial cyst formation even within organoids generated
from control cell lines, either suggesting that these cul-
tures failed to progress without pathological change or
that they did not pattern as accurately when cultured in
this format.
As described above, maturation of kidney organoids

from early patterning and segmenting nephrons (human
trimester 1) to mature functional epithelium has been
a major challenge. While endothelial cells appear to be
present in a number of protocols, these do not appear to
persist with prolonged culture. The use of PDMS micro-
chambers within which organoids are cultured under ap-
propriate flow has been shown to increase the viability
of the component endothelial cell population and their in-
vasion of the forming glomeruli (Homan et al. 2019).
iPSC-derived podocytes have also been subjected to flow
within a chip and in co-culture with endothelial cells, re-
portedly leading to an increase in podocyte gene expres-
sion to that equivalent to an immortalized human
podocyte cell line (Musah et al. 2017). While it is clear
that increased mechanical stress on mesenchymal stem
cell differentiation can shift differentiation from fat to
bone, it is also likely that Transwell culture, while appar-
ently conducive to kidney organoid patterning, may not
be the ideal environment for kidney culture. Hence, it is
quite feasible that optimization of the biomaterials upon
which an organoid is grown may influence the outcome.
A recent study claims that the initial culture of undiffer-
entiated iPSC on a hydrogel environment improves the
maturation of the resulting organoids, while culture of
the end product on a compliant hydrogel tuned to the
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stiffness of the chick chorioallantoic membrane is said to
promote the relative amount of WT1- and LTL-positive
structures within kidney organoids (Garreta et al. 2019).
Given the apparent technical variation between lines
and between experiments with the same line, which has
now been documented at the level of global and single
cell RNAseq (Phipson et al. 2019), such claims may need
more careful examination. Indeed, a transcriptional com-
parison of 1-kPA and 60-kPa hydrogels with transwell
filters was not made. Nevertheless, investigations into
variations in plating and culture conditions will likely
continue as we try to improve functional readouts for spe-
cific organoid uses.

Another incentive for changes in the format of culture
has been the desire for high-content screening, either to
dissect or improve differentiation conditions or to screen
for drug toxicity or efficacy. Czerniecki et al. (2018) used
a liquid handling robot to plate their initial cultures into
96-well formats, thereby automating the process of initi-
ating differentiation to kidney. In their proof of principle,
they used this approach to optimize the concentration of
Wnt agonist in early patterning. This revealed consider-
able variability between experiments. We have recently
used extrusion bioprinting to automate the process of gen-
erating a micromass culture at the stage of IM, facilitating
the generation of large numbers of identical kidney orga-
noids with a very low coefficient of variation as is required
for screening (Higgins et al. 2018). Such approaches have
the potential of modification for high-content 3D screen-
ing when coupled with a rapid readout such as can be
conferred via the use of fluorescent reporter hPSC lines
(Boreström et al. 2018; Howden et al. 2018; Vanslam-
brouck et al. 2019).

Perhaps the most important improvement required is
the capacity for what is essentially a very early model of
the kidney to “grow up.”While formation of a urinary fil-
trate commences as soon as an immature glomerulus
forms a capillary network, the tubular maturation re-
quired for appropriate balance of water, regulation of pH,
and control of loss of proteins, glucose, Na, phosphorus,
Ca, and K is not present until after birth. The profiling
of kidney organoids performed to date confirms the imma-
turity of the tubular epithelium (Wu et al. 2018; Combes
et al. 2019b). What is evident is that the provision of an
ex vivo blood supply does improve tubular ultrastructure.
This has been achieved via transplantation either under
the renal capsule or subcutaneously in immunocompro-
mised mice or culture of organoids on the chick chorioal-
lantoic membrane (Bantounas et al. 2018; van den Berg
et al. 2018; Garreta et al. 2019). In both examples, a na-
scent host-derived vasculature grows into the grafted orga-
noid with TEM evidence for the presence of glomerular
capillaries. In one study, based on the use of fluorescent re-
porter lines, multiphoton live imaging showed murine
blood-flow through organoid glomeruli with evidence of
human endothelial cell contribution to the neovascula-
ture (van den Berg et al. 2018). Recent data single-cell pro-
filing such organoids after transplantation claim to show a
reduction in off-target populations after transplantation
(Subramanian et al. 2019). Given the capacity for organoid

to spontaneously vascularise, likely as a result of VEGF
expression by the forming podocytes in the graft, this rais-
es the prospect of generating hPSC-derived replacement
tissue for the provision of renal replacement. It should
be remembered that even the largest organoids described
to date have ∼100 nephrons (Takasato et al. 2015). There
would also have to be a capacity for urine to exit the graft.
Finally, the entire process would require appropriate qual-
ity control processes to ensure off-target differentiation
did not result in teratoma formation. From a develop-
mental perspective, however, the apparent capacity for
vascular flow to improve histology is an interesting phe-
nomenon and one, if more completely understood, that
may assist us in engineering more mature structures for
in vitro applications such as drug screening.

Building a higher-order kidney

While there has been intense focus on adapting currently
described kidney organoid protocols for applications such
as disease modeling, there has been arguably less focus on
a careful analysis of developmentalmorphological accura-
cy and how this can be improved. While a replacement
tissue may be the most ambitious target, remaining co-
gnoscente of where we have and have not accurately mod-
eled the developing kidney remains important. The key
deficits of current organoid models lie in the absence of
a nephrogenic zone (Fig. 5). Indeed, in their seminal study,
Taguchi et al. (2014) argued that it should not be possible
to simultaneously generate both the ureteric bud and the
nephrogenicmesenchyme. Thiswas based on the fact that
during normal mouse development the Wolffian duct
arose early and in a more anterior region of the intermedi-
atemesoderm before elongating to give rise to the ureteric
bud, whereas the metanephric mesenchyme arose later in
amore posterior position (Taguchi et al. 2014). In linewith
their proposal that a distinct protocol would be required
for the formation of a true collecting duct, this group
have recently developed a distinct collecting duct differ-
entiation protocol (Taguchi and Nishinakamura 2017).
This is again based on mouse development and involves
patterning to a more anterior intermediate mesodermal
population then the isolation of a CKIT+CXCR4+ subpo-
pulation that can be induced to undergo epithelial branch-
ing in vitro in response to GDNF. In order to create amore
accurate model of the developing kidney, they combined
their mouse ESC-derived nephron progenitors with
mouse ESC-derived collecting duct progenitors and
mouse fetal kidney stroma. The resulting “higher-order”
organoids showed beautiful collecting duct tree branching
with evidence of forming and attaching nephrons (Fig.
6HIJ). Immunostaining for Six2 also suggested themainte-
nance of a nephron progenitor population (Fig. 6H). This
was a remarkable achievement and a very promising ad-
vance. However, it was not evident whether nephrogene-
sis was continuing in such structures or whether once
again such models had a finite nephron-forming capacity.
Importantly, this approach was not successful in the hu-
man pluripotent stem cell context. This is likely to be
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due to the lack of an appropriate human stromal popula-
tion as in the mouse system this appears to be required
to support the other two populations. Indeed, it has proven
very difficult in the field to define conditions within
which it is possible to maintain mouse nephron progeni-
tor cells in vitro. This group (Tanigawa et al. 2016) and
others (Brown et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016) have developed
media for this purpose. While the culture conditions
used by this group to generate nephron progenitors from
pluripotent stem cells does not utilize this maintenance
media for their support, it still requires an active induc-
tion to get nephrons to form. Factors from a supporting
stroma may assist.
What human stroma would be required to create a hu-

man “higher-order” kidney? While the Foxd1+ cortical
stromawould normally surround the nephron progenitors
of the nephrogenic zone in mouse, in human FOXD1 and
even MEIS1 protein is seen in the nephron progenitors
(Lindstrom et al. 2018b). This is also not the stromal pop-
ulation present along the branching collecting duct. In-
deed, there appear to be a number of distinct stromal
zones within the developing mouse kidney, as evidenced
by distinct patterns of gene expression both using in situ
hybridization (GUDMAP) and at the single-cell transcrip-
tional level (Magella et al. 2018; Combes et al. 2019b).
Available single-cell profiling of human fetal kidney also
identifies many distinct stromal subpopulations. Similar-
ly, single-cell analysis of our own organoid protocol iden-
tifies a number of distinct stromal populations (Combes
et al. 2019b). Hence, it seems that in some kidney orga-
noid protocols a variety of potentially required stromal
cell types may already exist, although whether these are
sufficient for driving morphogenesis or off target is not
clear.
Another possibility is that the two human pluripotent

stem cell-derived populations combined in Taguchi and
Nishinakamura (2017) were each inappropriately speci-
fied. While differentiation of a human branching epitheli-
um positive for CK8 and SOX9 was evident (Fig. 6J), again
these markers are not definitive of ureteric epithelium.
No single-cell profiling was performed on either the puta-
tive collecting duct or nephron progenitor cultures gener-
ated by Taguchi and Nishinakamura (2017). Indeed, the
QPCR profiling performed included genes previously not-
ed to not be definitive of this population, including PAX2,
PAX8, LHX1, andGATA3. Conversely, no QPCRwas per-
formed for stroma subpopulations. Identifying the right
combinations of all required patterning populations may
prove to be very complex. However, without a capacity
to continue to generate nephrons, the capacity to generate
renal replacement tissue may be limited.

Conclusions

In summary, the capacity to direct differentiation of
pluripotent stem cells through mesodermal patterning
to early kidney is a remarkable technical leap. The simul-
taneous formation of a complex multicellular model of
the developing kidney is testament to the power of em-

bryogenic self-organization and illustrates the capacity
for distinct cell types arising within kidney organoids to
communicate with each other to generate a complex
structure. However, as we have discussed here, at present,
human pluripotent stem cell-derived kidney organoids
represent an inaccurate model of the developing human
kidney. While key component cells and structures are ap-
parent, with evidence of transcriptional congruence with
the developing organ in man, the accuracy of the differen-
tiation varies, cellular representation is unbalanced, and
distinct populations are not present. In addition, off target
populations appear to arise with significant variation be-
tween individual differentiations. Overall, this suggests
that a tightening of the patterning is required for accurate
organoid formation. While changes in culture format and
differentiation optimizations are likely to improve the cel-
lular complexity, repertoire, and maturation of individual
components, it may prove impossible to mature all orga-
noid cell types in vitro and transplantation may be essen-
tial to provide appropriate urinary filtrate formation and
hence flow.
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